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B/E P r o f i l e :
B/E Aerospace, Inc. is the world’s 

leading manufacturer of cabin interior 

products for commercial passenger 

aircraft and business jets. The 

company also provides a wide range 

of cabin interior design, reconfiguration 

and certification services, including 

passenger-to-freighter conversions.

B/E has leading worldwide market 

shares in most of its product 

lines and its customers include 

virtually all the world’s airlines 

and aircraft manufacturers.

B/E’s installed base (products on aircraft 

currently in service) is valued at approximately 

$6.3 billion. The company has manufacturing 

facilities in the U.S. and Europe and employed

4,300 people as of February 2001.
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B/E serves a large, growing aftermarket.
Products for aircraft already in 

service provide 60% of revenues.
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FOR THE YEAR ENDED February 24, 2001 February 26, 2000 Change

Sales $ 666,444 $ 723,349 (8%)
Gross profit margin 37.5% 24.8% 51%

EARNINGS:(1)

EBITDA (earnings before interest, taxes,
depreciation and amortization) $ 119,450 $ 48,933 144%

Net earnings (loss) 20,272 (50,797) n.m.
Per share:

Net earnings (loss) 0.78 (2.05) n.m.
Cash earnings (loss)(2) 1.60 (1.22) n.m.

AT YEAR END:
Total assets $ 935,995 $ 881,789 6%
Working capital $ 174,897 $ 129,913 35%
Employees 4,300 4,527 (5%)

Financial Highlights
(dollars in thousands except per share amounts)

Seating
Commercial aircraft seating

Flight Structures
■  Cabin Interior Structures: closets, 
class dividers, crew rest compartments, 
galley structures
■  Reconfiguration/Conversion 
Services and Products: interior design,
reconfiguration, passenger/freighter 
conversion services and components

Interior Systems
Food and beverage preparation and 
storage equipment, oxygen systems

Business Jet Products
Seats, cabinetry, lighting, oxygen systems

B/E at a Glance:

(1) Fiscal 2001 includes costs related to acquisitions and termination of subsidiary’s IPO ($8,276). Fiscal 2000 
includes costs related to Seating Products manufacturing problems ($60,076) and consolidation costs ($34,299).
Excluding such costs, net earnings per share were $1.07 for fiscal 2001 and $1.62 for fiscal 2000, and EBITDA 
was $127,726 for fiscal 2001 and $143,308 for fiscal 2000.

(2) Excludes tax-effected amortization expense

n.m. = not meaningful
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Fiscal 2001 was a pivotal year for B/E Aerospace,

marking a return to form and re-establishing the profit

margin growth of previous years. Aggressive initiatives

increased productivity, enhanced quality and drove down

costs. The company exceeded its financial plan and 

delivered dramatically improved results.

Delivering Results
About 18 months ago, we substantially reorganized

and strengthened our management team. We dedicated

ourselves to major improvements in quality and profitabil-

ity. We also committed ourselves to expanding margins

through lean enterprise initiatives, continuous improve-

ment and leveraging our information technology assets.

In last year’s letter, we reported to you on our

progress. We said that management expected to be able 

to deliver a strong turnaround in operating profit for fiscal

2001. We also predicted that successful implementation

of our initiatives would drive expanding margins and 

produce significant value for shareholders.

Those are in fact the results which we have delivered

in the year just ended. To summarize:
■ On-site managers had notable success in boosting

productivity, reducing costs and improving quality.
■ Profit margins expanded sequentially in each quarter.
■ Our financial results modestly exceeded our plan

and, importantly, exceeded investors’ expectations.

As investors recognized these accomplishments, B/E

shareholders benefited. The company’s common stock

price has more than tripled over the last 18 months, and

31.2%

Re-establishing Growth in Profit Margin
Gross margin

*Excludes merger-related and consolidation costs in fiscal
 years 1999 and 2000. Excludes fiscal year 2000 costs 

related to Seating Products Group manufacturing problems.

34.4%
36.7%

38.0%*
36.4%*

37.5%

adjusted*
as reported

1996    1997    1998   1999    2000    2001

A year of continuous improvement
Financial results improved dramatically in 
fiscal 2001. Continuous improvement and 
lean manufacturing techniques yielded 
benefits in every major area of our business,
and important customers noted our efforts.

Continuous Improvement in Gross Margin
by quarter, fiscal 2001

36.4%

37.0%

38.0%

38.6%

Q1           Q2            Q3           Q4
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is up almost 160% since the end of fiscal 2000, outper-

forming the Dow Jones U.S. Aerospace and Defense Index

which increased by 58% and 77% over the same periods.

Improved Financial Performance
B/E earned $1.07 per share for fiscal 2001, exclud-

ing costs related to our recent acquisitions and the 

termination of a subsidiary’s initial public offering.

Including such costs, net earnings were $0.78 per share,

a dramatic improvement compared to the prior year’s loss.

As anticipated, net sales were down about 8% for

fiscal 2001 compared to the prior year. The lower sales

were due to problems in our seating business, which

began in fiscal 2000 and have since been corrected,

decisions to discontinue unprofitable services and

products, and lower sales of galley structures, consis-

tent with the year-over-year reduction in deliveries of

new aircraft.

Nevertheless, margins and earnings per share

increased sequentially in each quarter as the seating 

business continued its turnaround and our lean enterprise

and continuous improvement initiatives took hold.

Seeking Continuous Improvement
We undertook intensive efforts to implement lean

enterprise principles in our seating business about 18
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22,304

18,480

Aircraft Fleet
Commercial passenger aircraft; worldwide

Source: Airline Monitor, ACAS

1,206

5,006

303

1970    1980   1990    1999    2004   2009    2014   2019
World Air Travel

Billion revenue passenger miles/year; worldwide
Source: Airline Monitor, Boeing

Forecast: 4.8% 
annual growth

1990       2000       2004      2009       2014      2019

12,473

8,118

14,861

27,695
6,000

       0

4,000

2,000

months ago. These efforts, after the initial stages, shift

their focus to continuous improvement. We are pleased to

report that similar initiatives are now producing measura-

ble benefits in every area of the company. You will find

numerous examples later in this report. They are key to

our success in improving profit margins. 

Important customers noted our efforts during fiscal

2001. Specifically:
■ Our seating business achieved a strong turnaround,

winning programs from key customers such as Northwest

Airlines, American Airlines, Southwest Airlines, 

British Airways, Swissair, Japan Airlines, Cathay

Pacific and Qantas.
■ The Boeing Company awarded our Litchfield 

seating plant special recognition for outstanding perform-

ance in continuous improvement.
■ Our seating facility in Northern Ireland achieved

the highest rating ever awarded to a seat manufacturer in

a customer's quality audit. 
■ Over 6,000 frequent travelers rated B/E’s seats

number one for comfort in both first class and long-haul

coach class in a survey conducted by Skytrax Research,

an independent research firm.
■ Our Jacksonville flight structures facility became

the first interior products supplier to win approval under

Boeing’s new quality standard. 

Earnings Outlook, Fiscal 2002–2003
Looking ahead, our lean enterprise initiatives will

continue. Thus, we expect continued improvement in

profit margins.

Several factors support the outlook for double-digit per-

centage growth in B/E’s sales for both fiscal 2002 and 2003. 
■ Airlines’ demand for our products remains strong.

Contributing to the demand is increased airline competi-

tion for lucrative premium class passengers. To meet 

competition, airlines have become more aggressive in

upgrading business class and first class cabins. In fact,

four of our five largest booking opportunities involve the

retrofitting of lie-flat seats into business class cabins for

international carriers.
■ Our backlog was strong at about $600 million as of

February 2001, up from $450 million as of August 2000

with two-thirds scheduled for delivery by February 2002. 
■ Deliveries of new wide-body aircraft are projected to

increase by 21% to 211 units in calendar 2001. Wide-body

deliveries are expected to remain above 200 units annually

for several years thereafter. Wide-bodies have high revenue

potential for B/E, potentially requiring up to 5 times as much

of our product content as a narrow-body aircraft.

The expected growth in revenues, combined with 

margin expansion, should produce strong earnings growth in

fiscal 2002 and 2003. 

Growth in air travel drives expansion of the commercial aircraft fleet...
Expanding Fleet Drives B/E Growth Potential
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Aircraft Refurbished
Per year

Source: B/E estimates

3,300

1,500

Today                         2019

Long-Term Growth Drivers
Continued expansion in worldwide air travel and

the size of the worldwide commercial fleet will drive

B/E’s long-term growth. For both metrics, the long-term

historical growth trend is well established. 

The industry consensus is that continued growth in

world air travel will drive a doubling in the size of the fleet

by 2019. In addition, wide-body aircraft are expected to

become a proportionately greater part of the fleet. 

As the size of the aircraft fleet expands, the size of

B/E’s installed base should grow, as will the number 

of aircraft refurbished each year. B/E’s aftermarket 

revenues should increase strongly as a result. 

Air traffic is growing much faster in Asia than 

in North America and Europe. With our global sales 

and product support organization, worldwide client base

and strong market shares, B/E stands to benefit dispro-

portionately from growth in overseas markets. 

Gaining Strategic Flexibility
By strengthening B/E’s balance sheet, the company has

gained financial and strategic flexibility. Shortly after the

end of the fiscal year, we issued $250 million of senior sub-

ordinated notes and 5.75 million shares of common stock.

These transactions, while not yet reflected in our financial

statements due to their timing, enabled us to pay off all bank

debt, refinance higher-cost debt at a lower interest rate and

extend the maturity of our long-term debt by five years. 

We have significantly improved our capital structure.

Net debt is now 75% of total capital, down substantially

from 90% as of August 2000. Net debt is 4.1 times fiscal

2001 EBITDA before acquisition and IPO costs, and we

expect our interest coverage ratio to be approximately 2.8

through fiscal 2002. The combination of a substantially

strengthened capital structure and the outlook for 

continued low tax rates (10 – 20% for the next few years)

positions the company well for the future. 

With our recent financing accomplishments, cash

on hand has increased to over $180 million on a pro

forma basis as of February 2001. We are looking at

...increasing the number of aircraft refurbished each year,
and expanding B/E’s sales opportunities and installed product base

1997       1998       1999      2000      2001
B/E Installed Base

($ billions)
Source: B/E estimates

$2.8

$3.7

$5.4

$6.3
$6.0

Worldwide Industry Leader
■ Most products hold leading market shares worldwide

■ $6.3 billion installed product base on airlines worldwide

■ Growing market for aircraft refurbishments
and upgrades

■ Industry’s largest sales, customer support 
and research and development organizations
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options for deploying the substantial cash balance, including potential

strategic acquisitions. 

Catalysts for Growth
Several factors indicate that B/E should seek the advantages of greater

size and scope.

First, airlines and aircraft manufacturers are continuing to shrink their

supplier bases in order to drive down costs. Accordingly, large, vertically 

integrated suppliers with broad product lines and economies of scale have the

greatest chance of prospering in such an environment.

Second, our industry will remain cyclical in nature. B/E is less exposed

than many because of the continuously expanding aftermarket nature of our

business. In addition, we are creating additional aftermarket demand with

new products and technologies. However, buying new product lines is faster

and less risky than creating them. Going forward, we intend to pursue 

both strategies.

Finally, the stock market places a premium on size.  It is a fact of life that

small industrial companies face an uphill battle for investor attention. Larger

companies with liquid stocks and strong balance sheets have more flexibility

to raise capital at attractive prices.

In summary, we believe that the industry will consist of fewer but stronger

competitors. The successful aviation supplier will be a better-capitalized,

broadly capable company of substantial size. We intend to position B/E

Aerospace for success in that environment. In the past we have been aggres-

sive in strengthening the company with improvement initiatives and acquisi-

tions. That strategy will continue. To do otherwise risks being left behind by

the evolution of our industry.

It has been said that continuous improvement is a journey, not a one-time

event. The same is true for our efforts to develop B/E into a world leader and a

lean, integrated enterprise. It has been, and will be, a continuing effort. We look

forward to sharing the journey with you.

Amin J. Khoury
Chairman of the Board

Robert J. Khoury
President and 

Chief Executive Officer

Amin J. Khoury

Chairman of the Board

Robert J. Khoury

President and 

Chief Executive Officer

May 28, 2001

B/E
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BUSINESS PRODUCTS

Seating ■ First, business and coach class seats ■ Commuter airline seats

■ Lie-flat sleeper seats ■ Flight attendant seats

Flight Reconfiguration/Conversion Cabin Interior Structures

Structures Services and Products ■ Crew rest compartments

■ Interior design, reconfiguration ■ Galley structures

■ Convert passenger aircraft to freighter use ■ Closets

■ Program management, FAA certification ■ Class dividers

■ Structural components and assemblies for ■ Lavatories

interior reconfigurations and conversions

Interior ■ Coffee makers ■ Ovens (steam, convection and microwave)

Systems ■ Water boilers ■ Refrigerators, freezers, chillers

■ Beverage containers ■ Oxygen systems

Business Jet ■ Executive aircraft seats ■ Cabinetry

Products ■ Interior lighting ■ Oxygen systems

Sales by Product Type
fiscal 2001

Business Jet
Products 13%

Seating 
43%

Interior 
Systems 23%

Flight 
Structures 21%

2001 Annual Report
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in Aircraft Cabin Interiors
World Leadership
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Lie-flat sleeper seats purchased by American
Airlines (top) and Swissair (above). Continuous
improvement initiatives at the Kilkeel facility,
where B/E produced the seats, have significantly
improved quality, reduced costs and freed up 
25,000 square feet of floor space.
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Sales by Customer Type
fiscal 2001

Airlines & Other 79%

Boeing, Airbus 8%
Business Jet
Owners, Operators &
Manufacturers 13%

B/E sells directly to the world’s
airlines, which provide about 
three-quarters of the 
company’s revenues.

2001 Annual Report

Airlines are our principal customers. The aircraft
operator, not the aircraft manufacturer, selects and pur-
chases cabin interior equipment, whether for new or exist-
ing passenger planes. With a worldwide 110-person sales
and customer service team, we sell direct to every major
airline, and directly or indirectly call on virtually every
airline in the world. 

Refurbishing and Upgrading Interiors
The existing aircraft fleet – the “aftermarket” – 

generates about 60% of the demand for our products. The
reasons are simple. While an airframe can last well over
25 years, cabin interiors are refurbished and upgraded
numerous times during the plane’s lifetime. Also, aircraft
already in service require a continual flow of spare parts
for seats, food and beverage equipment and other cabin
interior products.

What motivates airlines to replace cabin interior 
products? The answer is rooted in airline marketing and
pricing strategies. The cabin interior, particularly the seats
and the  food and beverage service, is the key influence on
passenger satisfaction with the on board travel experience.
It follows that airlines will upgrade seats, food and beverage
preparation and storage equipment and other aspects of the
cabin in order to:

■ build passenger loyalty,
■ meet competition from other carriers,
■ increase market share on particular routes, and
■ maximize ticket prices.

New Products Stimulate Demand
The world’s major airlines have continuously

demonstrated that they will retrofit existing aircraft with
new products if they believe these products will
enhance the travel experience while meeting the 
carrier’s reliability and profit goals. For example,
Cathay Pacific and another major carrier recently
decided to retrofit B/E’s patented DS Steam Oven on
their wide-body aircraft to upgrade food service. The
steam oven prepares meals faster and with superior
taste, texture and appearance compared to convention-
al ovens. More than 30 airlines worldwide have begun
integrating B/E’s steam ovens into their fleets. 

Health, safety and regulatory issues also influence
demand for B/E’s products. 24 airlines and aircraft
operators have selected B/E’s Sweep-On® Fullface
oxygen mask for their flight crews. To ensure 
compliance with health regulations on food temperature
control, Air France is retrofitting its fleet of Boeing 777,
747-400 and Airbus A340 aircraft with a B/E food
refrigeration system.

B/E AEROSPACE www.beaerospace.com
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Serving Airlines 
& Aircraft Manufacturers
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DS Steam Oven (top) and NextGenTM coffee maker
(above). The NextGenTM coffee maker, which 
incorporates self-diagnostic technology, was 
developed with “design for manufacturability”
features that reduce cycle time by 27% 
compared to older products (left).
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Continuous Improvement Scorecard
Task Productivity Improvement
Seat arm rest assembly +75%
Chiller power system assembly +78%
Light ballast assembly +65%
Air valve assembly +51%

2001 Annual Report

B/E is enhancing operations company-wide with
lean enterprise initiatives and a continuous improvement 
philosophy. Both investors and customers benefit from the
use of these tools to drive down costs, accelerate order 
fulfillment and improve quality. 

Lean enterprise initiatives begin with mapping out an
existing process, identifying the value-added steps, and
eliminating steps that do not add value. The goal is to 
provide exactly what customers want, when they need it, in
the quantity they require, without defects and at the lowest
possible cost. These efforts, beyond the initial stages, shift
their focus to a continuous improvement process.

Accelerating Cycle Times
By aggressively applying these tools, B/E has

achieved dramatic improvement in cycle times (the time
required to complete a defined process, such as filling 
a customer’s order or assembling a product) and produc-
tivity (number of processes completed in a given period 
of time). For example: 

■ The Litchfield seating products factory reduced
total labor per seat by 28%, reduced total overtime by
85% and reduced inventory by 55% over the past year.

■ The Winston-Salem seating facility improved 
productivity by 75% and reduced cycle time by 84% for
assembly of arm rests. 

■ The Nieuwegein plant reduced cycle time for final
assembly of steam ovens by over 60%.

■ The Anaheim refrigeration facility improved both
productivity and cycle time by 78% for assembly of chiller
power systems and increased output by 65% in assembly
and testing of chillers with no increase in headcount.

■ The Holbrook business jet products plant decreased
cycle time by 63% in assembly of light ballasts.

■ The Fenwick plant improved cycle time by 60% for
final assembly of WEMAC air valves.

■ The Lenexa site achieved a 50% reduction in cycle
time for the Sweep-On® Fullface crew mask.

Process improvements such as these have freed up
over 77,000 square feet of floor space. As a result, the
company has adequate space to meet growth in demand. 

Further Improvements Planned
We see great potential for further improvement.

Concurrent engineering is being applied to product design,
bringing the discipline of product life cycle costs into the
design stage. Manufacturing engineers are working hand in
hand with our product development personnel so that assem-
bly techniques are considered very early in the design stage.
Going forward, lean techniques will be applied to processes
in virtually every functional area, such as order entry, 
customer service and management of overdue accounts.

B/E AEROSPACE www.beaerospace.com
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Continuously Improving
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Above: B/E’s initiative to standardize engineering 
software accelerates prototyping and 
manufacturing set-up.

Left: Seat components from B/E’s Winston-Salem 
facility, which reduced spare parts order fulfillment 
time by 28% with lean enterprise initiatives.
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Management is working to integrate the entire B/E
enterprise with networked technologies, with a view 
to enhancing customer relationships, supply chains and
distribution systems. 

B/E has been built through strategic acquisitions. The
task of integrating 20 acquired companies into an 
efficient corporate enterprise was considerable. After
rationalizing product lines and facilities, management
turned to information technology solutions to better 
integrate worldwide operations.

Standardized Engineering Platform
The first step, begun several years ago, was to imple-

ment a standardized engineering workstation platform.
With all engineering personnel on a single platform, the
process of bringing new products to the market is being
accelerated and manufacturing cycle times are being
reduced. A common engineering package makes it much
easier for multiple factories and engineering staffs to use
the same product design, permitting optimal allocation of
production among facilities. Manufacturing engineers can
electronically transfer a virtual blueprint file to a key 
vendor, facilitating quick turn-around, faster set-up and
rapid prototyping of new products. Quality assurance 
specialists can inspect components against the same file.

Gaining Economies of Scale
The second step was to implement an enterprise resource

planning system. This multi-functional system is a power-

ful tool for capturing and integrating voluminous data on
substantially all aspects of the business, including order
tracking, production scheduling, inventory management
and financial reporting. This single, shared platform is
bringing uniformity to processes throughout the company.

With comprehensive databases now in place in the new
system, B/E has begun to mine the information. For example:

■ B/E’s global sales and product support staff can 
easily access consolidated data on customers and products.

■ Customer ordering patterns can be readily 
identified. By planning production to meet anticipated
demand, order fulfillment times are reduced and customer
satisfaction is improved.

■ Continuous improvement specialists can mine the
databases to identify improvement opportunities. 
For example, the system enables purchasing agents to
quickly identify alternative sources of supply.

■ The system makes it inherently more practical to
centralize functions such as purchasing, accounts
payable, collections and payroll, among others.

Creating a New Distribution Channel
B/E launched a Web-based e-commerce site in August

2000. Aimed at streamlining airlines’ spare parts 
purchasing, the site allows customers to check prices, 
initiate orders and monitor order status over the Internet. 

B/E AEROSPACE www.beaerospace.com
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Integrating through

Networked Technology
B/E is gaining economies 
of scale by leveraging its 
information technology assets.
Manufacturing efficiency and
profit margins should continue 
to improve as a result.
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Left: B/E’s new LED reading light incorporates 
breakthrough technology, burning 10 to 12 times
longer with 50% less power. Lean enterprise 
initiatives, which significantly reduced cycle times
for business jet lighting and air valves (also shown at
left), are now being applied to business jet seats.
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New Business Jets
aircraft per year

Source: Business Aviation, Aircraft International News
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An all-time record number 
of new business jets were
produced in 2000. Very high
commercial airline load 
factors, fractional ownership
and globalization are stimu-
lating aircraft purchases.

Business Jets

2001 Annual Report

The world’s largest manufacturer of business jet seat-
ing, interior lighting, air valves and oxygen systems, B/E
has a strong presence in this attractive market, which now
numbers over 10,600 aircraft worldwide. The company is
a preferred supplier to essentially every business jet 
airframe manufacturer and also sells directly to
owner/operators and cabin interior completion firms.

Record Year For New Aircraft
Calendar 2000 was another record year for business jet

manufacturers, who produced almost 760 new aircraft.
Among the trends responsible for the strong demand are:

■ fractional ownership, which enables more 
people than ever to own and travel on business jets, and

■ globalization, which is fueling international 
business travel. 

Strength Across Market Segments
B/E increased its share of the business jet seating

market during the past year. The company now provides
more 16G-compliant seats than all competitors combined.

The growing number of very large business jets offers
significant sales potential: the value of B/E products 
on board such aircraft exceeds that of a Boeing 737 
commercial airliner. B/E has a strong presence on aircraft
such as the Airbus Corporate Jet, the Bombardier 604 and
Global Express, the Dassault Falcon 900, 900 EX and
2000, the Gulfstream IV-SP and V and the Boeing

Business Jet. Underscoring this strong capability,
Lufthansa Technik has selected B/E to provide seats,
lighting and air distribution components for a program
involving up to 20 new Boeing Business Jets.

The company is also well positioned in the rapidly
growing super-midsize aircraft segment. In the past year
B/E has been appointed an exclusive supplier on the
Embraer Legacy and is providing seats for the Galaxy
Business Jet.

New Products Unveiled 
To expand its product line, the company has 

introduced an innovative new LED (light-emitting diode)
reading light for business jets and airline customers.
Another new product, the SMART Lighting Controller,
provides up to six user-defined settings and permits 
different lighting levels in each part of the aircraft.

Outlook 
Business jet manufacturers expect to deliver about

700 new aircraft annually for at least the next several
years. In addition, the aftermarket should gain new 
impetus as fractional ownership drives intense utilization.
Fractional ownership also makes previously owned 
aircraft excellent candidates for cabin interior refurbish-
ments when purchased by new owners. The expected
result: more demand for B/E’s products.

B/E AEROSPACE www.beaerospace.com
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Equipping
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Boeing 767 aircraft after conversion to
freighter use. Recent acquisitions give
B/E the capability to manufacture large
structural components and assemblies
used in such conversions.
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Converting passenger 
aircraft to freighter 
use has excellent  
growth potential.

Seizing Opportunities

2001 Annual Report

Recent acquisitions should enable B/E to seize 
important growth and improvement opportunities. The
acquisitions are strategically focused on:

■ improving manufacturing operations, 
■ reconfiguring and converting passenger aircraft, and
■ capitalizing on trends towards outsourcing and

supplier consolidation.

Improving Manufacturing Operations
The four newly-acquired companies specialize in 

manufacturing precision-machined components and
assemblies for the aerospace industry. Three of the firms,
T.L. Windust Machine, Alson Industries and Maynard
Precision, hold Boeing’s Gold, Silver and Bronze supplier
ratings, respectively. These ratings place the newly-
acquired companies in the highest echelon of aerospace
suppliers. Fewer than 0.1% of all suppliers hold Boeing’s
Gold rating, fewer than 1% are rated Silver and fewer than
3% are rated Bronze. By leveraging their best practices,
B/E plans to take the machining competencies of its major
business units to a new level of excellence. Higher 
productivity, reduced cycle time, improved quality and
lower costs are expected.

Reconfigurations and Conversions
The acquisitions strengthen B/E’s hand in the effort

to become a major player in reconfiguring aircraft interi-

ors and converting passenger aircraft to freighter use.  The
engineering and program management capabilities
required to succeed in this field have been part of B/E’s
skill set for some time. However, until recently the 
company lacked the capability to manufacture the 
large machined components and assemblies used in
reconfigurations and conversions. With their manufactur-
ing expertise, the new companies will enable B/E to
become a full-fledged, integrated supplier.

The overall fleet of freighter aircraft is 
projected to nearly double over the next twenty years. 
70% or more of the additions are expected to come
from conversions of passenger aircraft. This could
become one of B/E’s larger product lines over the next
five to ten years.

Capitalizing on Industry Trends
Major aerospace manufacturers have embarked on 

a dual strategy of dealing with fewer suppliers and 
outsourcing the manufacturing of components and 
subassemblies. These two trends are creating a very 
significant growth opportunity, as a vast amount of busi-
ness will be outsourced to a shrinking supplier base. As 
a result, the outsourced component manufacturing sector
is expected to grow substantially faster than the commer-
cial aerospace industry as a whole. B/E plans to be one 
of the companies that benefits from this opportunity.
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